Practices for Large Acreages and the Watershed: Drainage/Erosion Management & Bank Stabilization

Gully Repair
Description and Benefits
Gullies are common nuisances, causing road damage,
sedimentation of streams, and other hazards to humans and
livestock. Traditionally, gullies were repaired with check dams–
grade control structures typically built with rocks or logs. Most
traditional check dams eventually fail, widening the gully. People
have tried to fix gullies by filling them up with slash, trash, straw
bales, refrigerators, cars, or anything handy. We now know this
usually makes a gully bigger and uglier. A gully is typically a
symptom of another problem, such as a poorly placed culvert or
other factor that has concentrated and increased water flow over
the land. Gullies also form in response to stream downcutting.
This article should give you a better insight into why gullies form
and offer some suggestions of practices you can use to repair
them. These practices include woven willow “check dams,” turf
reinforcement mats, and various bank stabilization techniques.

When to Repair Gullies
Gullies should be repaired only after the source of the problem has been identified and treated. In cases
where the source of the problem cannot be treated, treatment of the gully is most likely a temporary fix.
In the case that the source of the problem no longer exists or has “run its course,” repairing the gully will
help accellerate the return of the natural landform and ecological functions of the area affected. This
practice applies only to ephemeral and intermittent streams and swales.

Implementation
Usually, gullies form for two different reasons, and the way you repair the gully will depend on how and
why it formed.
“Top-down” gullies form when runoff is concentrated and/or flow increases to a point (the “nickpoint”)
where the bottom of the channel can not withstand the erosiveness of the water. The gully will continue
to downcut and widen below the nickpoint and the headcut will migrate upstream creating new
nickpoints. Stabilizing the headcut can help slow or stop the upstream migration of the gully.
“Bottom- up” gullies form from large stream downcuts, or when the stream becomes becomes incised.
Associated tributary streams will respond by also downcutting. This downcutting will originate at the
confluence with the large stream and travel up the tributaries until they reach equilibrium. This process
can reach up into the small swales that feed the tributary. When the downcutting happens rapidly, the
tributary and the swales that feed it take on a gully-like appearance.
Top-down Gully Repair: ‘Top-down’ gullies are typically associated with roads. On many roads the
runoff is concentrated into an inboard ditch and is transported under the road through a culvert,
which discharges the water onto the land below. Installing these culverts without regard to the natural
topography directs a large amount of water where it never flowed before, resulting in a gully that will
eventually affect the stability of the road. See Road Construction and Maintenance for proper culvert
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placement and outsloping information.
Bottom-up Gully Repair: Recognize and understand
that stream adjustment is a natural process. Don’t
pour truckloads of money and time into trying to
stop it; do what you can do stabilize the newly formed
and most likely steep stream banks that result from
downcutting. Please refer to the following practices
for stream bank stabilization techniques: Live Staking
&Pole Planting, Willow Wattles, Straw Wattles, and
Brush Layering. Protect road crossings by stabilizing
the headcut before it reaches the road.
Once the source of the runoff that caused the gully
is identified and treated, the task of repairing the
gully remains. If the gully formed in a previously
Gully from improper culvert location
existing stream channel or swale (i.e. someplace
(ideal location along dashed line)
water naturally flows), your task is to stabilize the
headcut and the banks of the gully. Refer to the
Locate culverts in natural drainages to avoid gully formation.
practices mentioned above for specific techniques.
This may require a Streambed Alteration Agreement
from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (See Permits and Regulations). If the gully formed
where water wouldn’t naturally flow and you have redirected the runoff discharging into the gully to a
more appropriate location, the most complete repair would be to fill in and restore the natural landform.
The ground work should be followed by seeding native perennial grasses, legumes, and wildflowers and
covering the disturbed soil with straw mulch. If the landform is not completely restored and a swale exists
where the gully was, runoff may collect in the swale and eventually cut a new gully.
If filling in the gully is not feasible, stabilizing the headcut and the banks of the gully is the best solution.
(See Headcut Repair, next topic) In situations where the gully is dry most of the year, the banks should
be pulled back to at least a 2:1 slope, smoothed, seeded with native perennial grasses, legumes, and
wildflowers and covered with straw mulch. If adequate soil moisture exists in the gully throughout
the year, willow wattles can be installed across the channel at regular intervals along the length of the
gully. The willow wattles capture sediment as it is transported down the gully and slowly build up the
elevation of the bottom of the gully.

Maintenance
Inspect gully repair projects after each major storm to catch failures before they expand. Repair any weak
spots with the same methods used for the practice, while modifying it as you see how the land and runoff
responds to your efforts.
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Headcut Repair
Description and Benefits
A headcut is typically found at the upstream
end of a gully, although some cases several
headcuts may be observed in a single
gully. Each headcut, with the exception
of the uppermost headcut, represents a
former nickpoint and can continue to cause
downcutting of the channel. Water pours
over the headcut like a small waterfall,
causing bank erosion and undercutting the
base of the headcut, causing it to “migrate”
upstream. To slow or stop this migration
and continued erosion, the headcut must
be stabilized. This practice will outline
several techniques for stabilizing headcuts.
A log headcut repair site near Cambria, CA.
In general the headcut is regraded to a more
stable angle and the soil is covered by a variety of materials, from soil and concrete filled sandbags to rock
riprap. If the area has year-round moisture, vegetation can be planted to further stabilize the banks. Keep
in mind that gullies (and headcuts) are typically symptoms of a larger problem. First identify and treat
the larger problem (see Gully Repair).

When to repair Headcuts
The techniques described for headcut repair apply to ephemeral and intermittent streams and drainages.
Headcuts should be repaired only after the cause of the gully has been identified and treated. The headcut
can be caused by overland or subsurface flows. There must be enough space upstream of the headcut to
pull back the bank to at least a 2:1 slope. Work should be done when the stream or drainage is dry.

Implementation
Repairing headcuts can be a simple, straight-forward operation. Access to the site can determine the
suitability and cost effectiveness of the various techniques used to repair headcuts. Topography and
vegetation can limit the equipment that can reach the site. Minimal disturbance to the existing landscape
should be a primary goal for any technique.
All Sites and Techniques: Pull back the headcut and adjacent banks to at least a 2:1 slope using a backhoe
or hand tools. Further excavate the channel bed where surface-hardening materials (such as sandbags,
logs, or rock riprap)will be placed so that they will be level with the adjacent banks (see figure next page).
Dig a small trench at the base of the slope of the channel to key in the surface hardening materials. Dig
another small trench at least four feet upstream from the top of the slope of the channel and at least one
foot uphill from the top of the banks to key in the filter fabric needed between the native soil and surface
materials. Smooth the surface of the new channel and banks and lay the filter fabric over the area. Begin
by laying the filter fabric in the channel, from trench to trench. Use a single piece if the filter fabric is
wide enough to extend up the banks. If more than one piece is used, lay additional pieces similar to
the first piece (from downstream to upstream) being sure to overlap at least one foot with the previous
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piece. Staple the filter fabric in place using landscape staples every 1-2 feet and starting in the channel
and working your way upstream and upslope. It is very important to key in the top of the filter fabric
(see Erosion Control Blankets for details). Once the area has been reshaped and the filter fabric secured,
you can choose the surface hardening option that best fits the location and the project budget. Two such
options are described below.
Rock Riprap: This is the least labor intensive technique. Delivery and ability to place rock is the limiting
factor. Place rock riprap in the channel section of the reshaped slope. Begin by placing the largest rocks
in the trench at the base of the slope and work your way to the upstream trench. In most cases one layer
of rock will suffice. Choose quarried (angular) rock that with diameters that averages 1/4 to 1/3 of the
width of the channel bed. For example, if the channel bed is two feet wide, choose rock with a 6” to 8”
average diameter. Willow stakes can be installed in the adjacent banks using the concrete stake and sledge
hammer to create a pilot hole.
Soil and Concrete Filled Sandbags: Fill sandbags with a 50-50 mix of soil and concrete. Another option
is to sew your own filter fabric ‘sandbags’ and fill them with only soil. Securely staple the open end of
each sandbag closed. Place the sandbags in the channel section of the reshaped slope. Lay the first row
of sand bags in the
trench at the base
of the slope with
the stapled end
upstream. Stagger
the next row so that
each sand bag is
centered on the seam
between the two
under it. Continue
to the upstream
trench. Secure every
third sandbag by first
creating a pilot hole
with a concrete stake
and driving a wooden
stake into the pilot
hole through the
sandbag.

Maintenance
Inspect headcut repair projects after each major storm to catch failures before they expand. Repair any
weak spots with the same methods used for the practice, while modifying it as you see how the land and
runoff responds to your efforts.
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